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10th October 2006,
The Grange City Hotel,
London

Behaviour &
Information
Technology
25th Anniversary Conference
An essential one-day conference with pre-event workshop
examining 25 years of usable technology design and current
concerns and challenges for usability experts worldwide

Speakers
• Dr Ahmet E Çakir, Scientific Director, Ergonomic Institute, Germany
• Jarnail Chudge, User Experience Programme Manager, Microsoft,
UK
• David Followell, Head of Business Consultancy & Usability,
Nationwide Building Society, UK
• Thomas Foster, User Interface Design Manager for O2 Branded
Devices, O2, UK
• Leslie Fountain, Senior Consultant, System Concepts, UK
• Nick Illsley, Chief Executive, Transport Direct, UK
• John Karat, Research Staff Member and Co-Leader IBM Privacy
Research Institute, IBM Thomas J Watson Research Centre, USA
• Angsar Kupper, Senior Consultant, System Concepts, UK
• Ben Luff, Senior Consultant, System Concepts, UK
• Eric Mills, Product Development Manager, Li DCO Ltd, UK
• Professor Matthias Rauterberg, Designed Intelligence Group,
Department of Industrial Design, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Netherlands
• Donna Smillie, Senior Web Accessibility Consultant, Royal National
Institute of the Blind, UK
• Tom Stewart, Joint Managing Director, System Concepts, UK
• Professor Harold Thimbleby, Director, Future Interaction
Technology Laboratory, Swansea University, UK

REASONS TO ATTEND:
• Receive a full update on the past 25 years of
designing usable technology
• Explore some of the issues facing usability
experts in academic, commercial &
industrial organisations around the globe
• Assess the current state and the future of
usability research and design
• Hear expert opinion on lessons from
international usability testing and design
from a host of internationally renowned
speakers
• Meet, share ideas and interact with some of
the UK’s leading usability researchers,
practitioners and advisers
In association with:

systemconcepts

Organised by:
Supported by:

www.tandfevents.com/bit

The international scientific journal Behaviour &
Information Technology, in conjunction with Taylor
& Francis Events, is delighted to present this 25th
anniversary conference which will provide a unique
insight into the state of the art of usability design.

PROGRAMME: 10
09.15

Chairman’s Introduction
Richard Steele, Editorial Director, Taylor & Francis Journals, UK

09.30

25 Years Of Usability Lessons – Mistakes We Still Make Trying To Make
Products Friendly
• technology evolves rapidly but fingers and eyes don’t
• common sense is an unreliable guide to good design
• usability is more than user friendliness and making it easy
• context, context, context
Tom Stewart, Executive Editor, Behaviour, Information & Technology and Joint
Managing Director, System Concepts, UK

09.55

Making The Business Case For Usability
• usability's fit with the organisation's culture
• elements of the Customer Experience
• understanding the business benefits
David Followell, Head of Business Consultancy & Usability, Nationwide, UK

10.20

Usability Standards - From Mice To Menus
• from ergonomics to usability
• the performance approach: born in Manchester; going strong in Geneva
• framework of ISO 9241-Standards
• outlook
Ahmet Cakir, General Editor, Behaviour, Information & Technology and
Scientific Director, Ergonomic Institute, Germany

• System and Product Development (Project)
Managers

10.45

Q&A Session

• Interface and interaction designers

11.00

Refreshment Break

11.25

Incorporating Emerging UI Norms And Standards Into The Design Of
Complex Applications
• the advancement of technology has created new possibilities for designers
and developers to create more immersive and dynamic interfaces…how can
we ensure that they continue to remain usable? What are the challenges
faced when moving from the old paradigms to the new?
• Jarnail will present how staff at Microsoft have tried to incorporate the new
behaviours, presentation and interaction paradigms coming out of Windows
Vista and the Office System 2007 into a complex healthcare focused forwardlooking application
• this presentation will cover the processes and techniques used; the driving
principles; and lessons learnt
Jarnail Chudge, User Experience Programme Manager, Microsoft, UK

11.45

From Personal To Cultural Computing
• historical development of HCI
• conscious and unconscious communication
• relationship between culture and technology
• entertainment as a carrier of cultural knowledge
Professor Matthias Rauterberg, European Editor, Behaviour, Information &
Technology and Designed Intelligence Group, Department of Industrial Design,
Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands

12.05

Life Saving Usability
In safety critical systems, such as avionics and health, usability and safety
should go hand-in-hand, but as many accidents that seem obvious in hindsight
testify, 25 years of usability methods do not yet seem up to the job. Are our
methods inadequate, or are they fine but just not getting through to practising
designers, procurers, managers? Or are expectations (particularly the
government's and the public's expectations) the problem?
• safety critical design requires deep analytic thinking, which is in short supply in
the right places
• usability is traditionally concerned with empirically-based approximation
rather than engineering
• usability problems that do not lead to untoward outcomes are underreported
• when serious usability problems are discovered, the status quo may still be
preferable
• it is often expedient to blame the user rather than the system design
• iterative design, user engagement, and other standard principles are
important, but are often politically unacceptable
Professor Harold Thimbleby, Director, Future Interaction Technology
Laboratory, Swansea University, UK

12.25

CASE STUDY:
The LiDCOplus Hemodynamic Monitoring System: Applying Standard
Usability Techniques To Non-Standard Products
• understanding the hospital environments (ICU, Theatre)
• the user matrix (technicians, nurses, doctors vs. experience with technology
and monitoring)
• test methods (on-site vs off-site)
• results of our December 2005 user test
Eric Mills, Product Development Manager, LiDCO, UK and
Leslie Fountain, Senior Consultant, System Concepts, UK

This conference will review the progress that has
been made over the past 25 years in designing
usable technology. It will highlight lessons for
designers of today’s technology including web sites,
games, mobile phones, kiosks, iTV and hand-held
devices.
The event features a distinguished panel of speakers
drawn from major commercial and industrial
organisations worldwide. This is a must attend event
for anyone involved in designing usable technology.
Who should attend:
Any professionals, regardless of function, who are
interested and/or involved in applying usability
research and principles to design technology
better:
• Marketing professionals
• Product Managers
• Product and Industrial Designers

• User experience and web designers
• Software developers
• IT & e-Commerce specialists
• Practitioners and Researchers in Usability,
Ergonomics, Human Factors, HCI, User Experience
and Information Architecture

SPONSORSHIP & EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES
There are a limited number of sponsorship and
exhibition opportunities available to
organisations that wish to raise their profile. The
number of exhibition spaces is limited to ensure
that those who do choose to exhibit are
guaranteed excellent access to the audience
and unparalleled exposure for their brand.
Space will be allocated on a strictly first-come,
first-served basis.
For further details please contact Caroline Fuller
on +44(0)20 7017 4044 or email
caroline.fuller@informa.com

Behaviour & Information Technology
For twenty five years, Behaviour & Information
Technology (BIT) has been publishing quality, peerreviewed papers on the human aspects of
computing. The journal covers many different facets
of information technology including personal and
mobile computing telecommunications, office
systems, industrial automation, and consumer
products. It acts as an international focus for
reporting research on the human aspects of the
design, use and impact of information technology
hardware and software.
With the development of the World Wide Web and
the proliferation of personal computers and mobile
devices, BIT has grown in size and scope since its
inception at the beginning of the 1980s, but
continues to publish articles at the cutting edge of
human-computer interaction. As information
systems become more prevalent and increasingly
complex, issues such as the functionality and
usability of technology, as well as its impact on
health and society, are of greater importance. As
such, BIT attracts readers and authors from
throughout the world in a variety of disciplines,
including psychology, cognitive science, computer
science, product design, ergonomics, sociology,
management, education and training.

www.tandfevents.com/bit

0TH OCTOBER 2006
12.45

Networking lunch

13.30

Inclusive Design: The Challenge Of Designing For People With Disabilities
• why it's important to include the needs of people with disabilities in design
decisions
• the challenge of graphical interfaces
• flexibility and choice in user
• interface and modes of interaction
• new technologies
• a mixed blessing
• inclusive design = good design
Donna Smillie, Senior Web Accessibility Consultant, Royal National Institute of the
Blind, UK

13.55

14.20

14.50

CASE STUDY:
Integrated Transport Information – A Unique Web Portal
• “it’s all about putting the user first”
• understanding travel planning behaviour and decision making
• using multiple channels to present complex travel information
• making good usability and accessibility key targets for a major public portal
Nick Illsley, Chief Executive, Transport Direct, UK and
Ben Luff, Senior Consultant, System Concepts, UK
Sophisticated Simplicity
• people's capacity for interaction with digital devices is largely unchanged
• those responsible for 'design' must step up their understanding and advocacy for
the user as we face the mixed blessing of convergence in both terms of IP
enabled services and hardware features
• times of change inevitably offer the opportunity to set new user expectations
• in light of the above are we are letting go of the basic design principles that can
make our products brilliant?
Thomas Foster, User Interface Design Manager for O2 Branded Devices, O2, UK
Round Table Discussion Session
Within this interactive session, each roundtable is hosted by a moderator who sets
the agenda and chairs the discussion. This is a great opportunity to discuss and
debate important issues with the moderator and your peers.
Discussions last for 30 minutes giving delegates the opportunity to participate in three
roundtables.
Topics include:
• why customers need accessible and usable systems
• usability design in large software systems
• making the business case for usability
• usability design and marketing – an uncomfortable relationship?
• mobile phones and handheld devices – designing for use
• games people play – are challenging games usable?

16.10

Refreshment Break

16.30

Think Global, Act Local – Lessons From International Usability Testing And Design
• the business benefits of localisation and globalisation and how to evaluate these
from a customers’ perspective.
• the usability issues associated with both approaches.
• the typical risks associated with doing neither
• practical tips on international usability testing.
Ansgar Kupper, Senior Consultant, System Concepts, UK

16.55

The Usability Research Agenda - What Next?
• some movements in the technology world that have influenced Usability Research
between 1980 and 2006:
- focus shifted from interface to interaction
- technology moved from slowly changing in to rapid changes
- user population shifts from a few users to everyone
- task focus shifts from office work productivity to total user experience for broad
range of use
• all of these continue to change how we think about usability research. In general,
we still need to know how to efficiently use data from users to inform design.
• The uncertain role of Theory (of users, or design, of evaluation) in the usability
process. Do we wait for adequate theory (how long will it take?), or do we
proceed without theory (if so how?)
John Karat, Editor, Behaviour, Information & Technology and Research Staff
Member and Co-Leader IBM Privacy Research Institute, IBM Thomas J Watson
Research Centre, USA

17.20

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.30

Close Of Conference

+44 (0)20 7017 5520

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
9th October 2006, The Grange City
Hotel, London

User centred design training
with System Concepts
Course leader: Allison Tynan, Senior Consultant,
System Concepts
System Concepts is one of the UK's leading
training providers in usability. Our courses are
tailored to clients' needs, practical and solution
focused and delivered by highly qualified,
experienced and enthusiastic trainers.
Our UCD courses provide delegates with practical
skills and tools to help them apply a humancentred design approach based on the British and
International Standard BS EN ISO 13407.
Getting the business benefits
Products and systems designed with the needs of
all users clearly identified, defined, understood,
communicated and tested as an integral part of
the project have a much greater chance of
meeting their overall objective, whether this is
measured in terms of sales, customer satisfaction
levels, productivity or sales conversion rates. In
addition, projects are more likely to be completed
to time and budget, without expensive last minute
revisions.
This one day intensive course provides you with
tips, tools and techniques to help you understand
who your customers are and what they want from
the end-product you deliver.
Who should attend?
This course is designed for anyone who is involved
in specifying how a system or product will look and
function. This includes managers, engineers,
designers, developers and analysts from IT,
commercial or marketing functions.
What skills and information will they learn?
After successfully completing this course,
participants will:
• appreciate how understanding your customers
will make it easier to do your work
• be able to apply techniques for building pictures
of your customers, the environments in which
they work, and what they want to do with your
product
• incorporate usability principles into your
development process for any system or product,
even those with very tight deadlines.
• apply international standards in user centred
design (ISO 13407)
• track projects to ensure they remain user and
business focused
Course content
This course provides theory, case studies and
examples as well as hands-on activities for
participants to practice their new skills. A
comprehensive course manual is provided.
The content of the course includes:
• applying the User Centred Design approach to
your business
• business benefits of a User Centred Design
• guidelines and Standards
• knowing your target users and capturing their
requirements
• translating requirements to conceptual design
and release criteria
• prototyping techniques
• measuring and testing usability

5 Easy Ways to Register

Behaviour & Information Technology:
25th Anniversary Conference

1 Tel: Gemma Capindale

Tuesday 10th October 2006 - The Grange City Hotel, 8-14 Cooper's Row, London EC3N 2BQ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7863 3700 - Fax: +44 (0) 20 7863 3701 Nearest Underground Station: Tower Hill

+44 (0)20 7017 5520

2 Fax: Gemma Capindale

Customer Number

+44 (0)20 7017 4745

3 E-mail:
tandfeventscust.serv@informa.com

Brochure Number
4 Web: www.tandfevents.com/bit

Event Code

CD1040

5 Mail: The Bookings Department,
Informa UK Limited,
PO Box 406,
West Byfleet,
KT14 6WL

Are we mailing you correctly? To update your contact details on our database please visit www.updates.informa.com
Reduced Rate Hotel Accommodation: The cost of the accommodation is
not included in the event fee. Reduced rate accommodation can be arranged
for you as a free service to Informa delegates by contacting IBR on Tel: +44
(0)1332 285590; email at informa@ibr.co.uk or web: www.ibr.co.uk/informa.
Please book early to avoid disappointment as some destinations book up very
quickly

Don’t Miss Out...
Not available to attend these events? The original set of
speakers papers and/or slides as presented to delegates on
the day are available after the conference for £120 + VAT
(£99 for academics and voluntary organisations). Simply
send the completed booking form, together with payment
to reserve a copy. These important manuals will be the
source of invaluable reference for the future. To order
copies or for further information contact: Alison Edwards,
papers.info@informa.com or call +44 (0)20 7017 5502

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
VAT: Under EC legislation delegates from all countries are required to pay VAT at the relevant rate on any course/conf/seminar taking place in a EC member
state. Delegates from outside that EC member state may be entitled to reclaim this cost. IBC/T&F Events, in conjunction with Meridian VAT Reclaim, the
world’s leading VAT recovery organisation, can help you to make a significant reduction on your attendance costs.
CANCELLATIONS: Cancellations received in writing before Tuesday 26th September 2006 will be subject to a service charge of £85. The full conference
fees remain payable after Tuesday 26th September 2006. Substitutions are welcome at any time. It may be necessary for reasons beyond the control of
the organisers to alter the content and timing of the programme or the identity of the speakers. This contract is subject to English Law.
ARE YOU REGISTERED?: You will always receive an acknowledgement of your booking. If you do not receive anything, please call us on
+44 (0)20 7017 5520 to make sure we have received your booking.
CALL MONITORING: Telephone calls to Informa UK Limited may be recorded or monitored in order to check the quality of the service being provided.
DATA PROTECTION ACT: The personal information shown, and/or provided by you will be held on a database and shared with companies in the
Informa group. It may be used to keep you, or any additional names provided by you, up to date with developments in your industry. Sometimes your
details may be obtained from or made available to external companies for marketing purposes. If you do not wish your details to be used for this
purpose, please write to: The Database Manager, Informa UK Ltd, Enterprise House, 45 Station Approach, West Byfleet, Surrey, KT14 6NN.

Reserve my place provisionally. Places at this event are limited.
To provisionally reserve your place with no obligation, please email your details to: jon.shepherd@informa.com

DELEGATE DETAILS (for ease, attach your business card) – please photocopy form for multiple bookings
(Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss/Dr) Family Name

Forename

Business E-mail

Tel

Fax

Job Title

COMPANY DETAILS

Name of Company

Department

Address

City

Postcode

VAT Reg no

Country

Nature of Company Business

PRICES AND PAYMENT INFORMATION
CONFERENCE: BEFORE 16TH AUGUST 2006

䡲 STANDARD RATE £499 + VAT @ 17.5% = £586.33
REDUCED RATE £299 + VAT @ 17.5% = £351.33
䡲
(available to charities, NGOs and academics)

£ __________
£ __________

CONFERENCE: AFTER 16TH AUGUST 2006

䡲 STANDARD RATE £599 + VAT @ 17.5% = £703.83
REDUCED RATE £399 + VAT @ 17.5% = £468.83
䡲
(available to charities, NGOs and academics)

Enclosed is a cheque made payable to Informa UK Ltd
£ __________
£ __________

䡲 STANDARD RATE (WITH CONFERENCE REGISTRATION) £299 + VAT @ 17.5% = £351.33
REDUCED RATE (WITH CONFERENCE REGISTRATION) £199 + VAT @ 17.5% = £233.83
䡲
(available to charities, NGOs and academics)

Payment by bank transfer:
For information on how to pay by bank transfer call Customer Services on
+44 (0)20 7017 5520

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP – 9TH OCTOBER 2006
£399 + VAT @ 17.5% = £468.83
䡲 STANDARD RATE
REDUCED RATE
£299 + VAT @ 17.5% = £351.33
䡲
(available to charities, NGOs and academics)

Proof of Payment – Delegates who do not pay with their booking are requested to provide a copy of
bank transfer/credit card/cheque details to help payment allocation. Staff at the event will request a credit
card guarantee for delegates without proof of payment

£ __________
£ __________

Credit card

Expiry Date _ _ / _ _

£ __________
£ __________

CONFERENCE DOCUMENTATION

Cardholder’s name __________________________ Tel No. _______________________

䡲

Credit card billing address___________________________________________________

I am unable to attend this conference but please reserve me ___ set(s) of conference papers @ £120 per set
(£99 for charities, NGOs and academics) £ __________

**GROUP DISCOUNT**
Call Jon Shepherd on + 44 (0)20 7017 5664 or email jon.shepherd@informa.com
Exhibition stand and sponsorship opportunities, contact Caroline Fuller on +44 (0)20 7017 4044.
Email caroline.fuller@informa.com

Payments not received before the event may result in entry being denied

_________________________________________________________________________
Signature __________________________________ Date _________________________
For further information about these and other ways to pay call Customer Services on
+44 (0)20 7017 5520

Informa UK Ltd Registered in England and Wales No (GB) 1072954. Registered Office: 37-41 Mortimer St, London W1T 3JH VAT registered No. (GB) 365 4626 36

